Cicada takes a drink (establishing).

Basilisk on top of rock.

Anaconda slithers over the rocks.

Basilisk sees the snake, turns, and dashes out of the frame.

LS of basilisk running across water.

Tracking shot following basilisk.
[Image 0x0 to 1674x2124]

Frame 1:
Froth shot of Basilisk running and glancing behind him.

Frame 2:
Rear shot showing his face, and where he's going. He slows down.

Frame 3:
Lizard content to find the snake no longer behind him.

Frame 4:
Look of surprise as he realizes where he is headed.

Frame 5:
Lizard runs directly into snake's mouth.

Frame 6:
Lizard slams into the back of snake's throat.
Clyon lizard inside of snake. He looks both ways with hands on hips.

Lowers arms & head in disappointment.